Effects of cyclosporine on responses of murine B cells to T cell-derived lymphokines.
Cyclosporine (CS) inhibits the stimulation of both T and B lymphocytes by certain agents, but not by others. Here we have studied the effects of the drug on the responses of murine B cells to T cell-derived B cell growth and differentiation factors. We show that activation of resting B cells by B cell-stimulatory factor-1 (BSF-1) is resistant to CS, whereas stimulation by anti-Ig antibodies is not, which is in agreement with earlier findings. Furthermore, B cell proliferation elicited by co-stimulation with anti-Ig plus BSF-1 remains drug susceptible. In contrast, the stimulation of large (presumably preactivated) B cells by B cell growth factor II to synthesize DNA or to secrete Ig is inhibited by low concentrations of CS. These results therefore contrast with earlier findings with human B cells, and with those using T cells from various species, which showed that the responses of preactivated cells to growth factors are resistant to the drug. It thus appears that in the mouse CS can affect all stages of B cell stimulation.